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1. (0000) HEADLINES.
2. (0050) PRINCE CHARLES PARTICIPATES IN VIDEO TO PROMOTE GREENER ATTITUDES ON PART OF BUSINESSMEN. VIDEO CLIP.
3. (0205) BRANDT OBTAINS RELEASE OF OVER 200 WESTERN HOSTAGES FROM IRAQ. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
4. (0441) POLL SHOWS INCREASING NUMBER OF FRENCH OPPOSED TO PARTICIPATION IN MILITARY ACTION IN GULF. VIDEO REPORT.
5. (0636) U.S. REINFORCEMENTS TO BE SENT TO GULF; UN TO EXAMINE U.S. RESOLUTION PROPOSING MILITARY ACTION AGAINST IRAQ. STUDIO ANALYSIS.
6. (0621) GORBACHEV VISITING GERMANY ON ANNIVERSARY OF REMOVAL OF BERLIN WALL. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
7. (1016) VIDEO REPORT RECALLING REMOVAL OF BERLIN WALL, ATMOSPHERE THEN AND TODAY.
8. (1333) COMMEMORATIVE SERVICE FOR GENERAL DE GAULLE IN COLOMBEY-LES-DEUX-EGLISES TODAY. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
9. (1551) CROWN PRINCE OF MOROCCO UNEXPECTEDLY IN FRANCE TO REPRESENT KING HASSAN AT DE GAULLE COMMEMORATIVE SERVICE. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
10. (1602) DUMAS IN RABAT TO ATTEMPT TO SMOOTH THINGS OVER WITH MOROCCO. REPORT OVER VIDEO SHOWING DUMAS TALKING TO PRESS, ARRIVING FOR MEETING WITH HASSAN II, COMMITTING AFTER MEETING.
11. (1750) RECONSTRUCTION OF MURDER OF DISTRICT MAYOR OF MARSEILLE TOOK PLACE YESTERDAY; NO NEW DETAILS UNCOVERED. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
12. (2120) COLMAR COURT QUASHES CHARGE AGAINST MAYOR IN CONNECTION WITH SWINDLE AFFAIR. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
13. (2146) FIRST FEMALE RESIDENT OF IRISH REPUBLIC Elected YESTERDAY. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
14. (2206) TORIES SUFFER HEAVY DEFEAT IN BRADFORD AND BOOTLE BY-ELECTIONS. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
15. (2222) ROCARD ON OFFICIAL VISIT TO SINGAPORE. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
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16. (2245) UFO sightings reported over week end turn out to have been of section of Soviet rocket. Report over video.


19. (2815) Sports round-up, with video clips.


22. (3235-3400 Recap of main news headlines.
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